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A Matrix is a rectangular array, one item from matrix called entry or an 
element. Component Matrix consisting of columns and rows. Entries often denoted by 
a variable with two subscripts as shown on the right. Matrix with the same size can 
be added, or subtracted entrywise and matrices of size compatible can be multiplied. 
When you add up the matrices of dimension less than 5, will be felt easily done 
without any help. But id more than 5 dimension would be more difficult because a lot 
of cell matrices. 
In this case, multithread programming will be applied  to manage the added 
or subtracted matrix, because it will be more efficient than a normal procedure 
operational matrices, also minimize the work of computer memory. 
This project is created with Java language programming. This project uses 
Array as a data structure. Matrix case can be solve with parallel algorithm. Parallel 
programming performed by running the same process multiple times, and that 
applied with Multi-Thread to process each cells of matrix. 
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